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Mercer opposed
Student petition demands CB
pass a resignation resolution
By Tamara Mohawk
Kalmln Reporter

A petition calling for the resignation of ASUM President Bill Mer
cer, which was signed by 579 students last week, will be introduced
to Central Board tomorrow night.
The petition demands that CB either pass a resolution calling for
Mercer’s resignation or place a referendum on a ballot that would
let University of Montana students vote on the resignation demand.
The ASUM bylaws require that CB place a referendum on a ballot
when one-fifth of all full-time students — about 350 students — sign

a petition calling for the action.
The petition, circulated by UM student Steve Smith, says Mercer
should resign before his term ends at the end of this quarter because
“he has not fairly and competently represented the student body on
this campus.”
Smith said he is “optimistic that Central Board will realize there
SUH photo by Ntcot* Maaaa

are students out there who want to be represented.”
The petition also states that Mercer has initiated procedures within
BILL WIRTH, junior in political science, and Elizabeth Krause, junior is sociology, catch some rays
and Ingest some knowledge on the University Center balcony yesterday. According to the National the ASUM government which are not in accordance with established
ASUM bylaws.
See‘Mercer,’page 12.
Weather Service the warm weather will continue through Wednesday with a high of 55 F.

Krause named state education commissioner
By James Conwell
KtMn Rtportar and

the Associated Press
Carrol Krause was unanimously select
ed by the Board of Regents over two
other candidates Monday as the new
state commissioner of higher education.
The regents chose Krause, 50, by a
conference telephone vote. Krause and
the other two finalists were interviewed
by the regents for the position last Thurs
day and Friday,
Krause had been acting commissioner
since July when he was named to replace
Irving Dayton, who was appointed acting

president of Montana Tech in Butte.
Student Regent David Paoli said he is
“really pleased" that Krause was selected
and called Krause a “capable administra
tor who knows the predicament higher
education is in nationally, as well as in
Montana.”
“Carrol Krause appreciates and knows
the system well,” Paoli, a University of
Montana law student, said, adding the
regents had an impressive field of candi
dates to choose from.
“All three candidates were very wellqualified,” he said, “and I think it’s a
fiattering comment on our system” to at

tract such people.
Krause, who had been deputy commis
sioner for management and fiscal affairs
since 1982, was selected over finalists
Warren Fox, vice chancellor of academic
affairs for the University of Nevada Sys
tem, and Roger Schinness, vice president
for academic and student affairs for the
Massachusetts Board of Regents.
Because of the impressive candidates he
saw in the search for a new commission
er, Paoli said he is “very confident”
there will be “qualified and able candi
dates” in the search for a new president
atUM.
“It’s obviously a common understand

ing that the system here is a good one
and it attracts good candidates,” Paoli
said.
UM President Neil Bucklew will be
leaving Montana in early April to assume
the presidency of West Virginia Univer
sity.
Krause’s annual salary as commissioner
will be $71,000, which is $2,000 more
than his previous salary, but $700 less
than Dayton earned as commissioner.
Jack Noble, deputy commissioner for
management and fiscal affairs, said the
regents probably will adjust Krause’s pay
by mid-year after they choose UM’s new
president later this year.

Homeowners association ask city for UM parking restrictions
By Melody Perkins

their neighborhoods as parking

KaIrMa Report •<

districts.
In such districts, residents
would buy permits for on-street
parking. Anyone without a per
mit, except emergency and busi
ness vehicles, would be fined for
parking in the district during
specific hours and days of the

Members of the University
Homeowners Association have
asked the city to draw up plans
to restrict on-street parking in a
two-block area surrounding the
university to residents only.
The association members view
restricted parking as the best way
to clear their streets of university
commuters' vehicles, according
to Jack Alley, association presi
dent.
Mike Kress, city transportation
planner,
will
present
the
homeowners with a rough draft
of the plans at an open meeting
in the City Hall tonight at 7
p.m.

In February, the City Council
passed an ordinance allowing
residents to petition to designate

week.
A petition circulated last fall
showed that 55 percent of uni
versity-area residents supported
forming a district, Alley said in a
recent interview. He and a 12member traffic committee wants
the district set up in a rough rec
tangle bounded on the north by
South Fifth Street, on the east
by Arthur Avenue, on the south
THE UNIVERSITY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION would like to see on-street parking in a two-block
by the alley south of Beckwith
area surrounding the university restricted to resident parking. Only residents would be allowed to buy
See ’Parking,’ page 12. parking permits and Illegally parked vehicles would be ticketed and fined.

"Opinion
Boot Mercer’s budget;vote Freeman and FAIR
ASUM’s most important function is al
locating to student groups the nearly
$500,000 it receives each year in student
activity fees.

Editorial
Three weeks ago, ASUM President Bill
Mercer blew this function by allocating
ASUM money on a political rather than
financial basis. Last week, Central Board
blew it when it adopted Mercer’s budget
nearly intact. Now, for the first time in
memory, aspiring ASUM office holders
have a real issue on which to campaign.
Candidates who want to see the budget
reworked deserve to be elected. Candi
dates who support Mercer’s budget
don’t.
Budgeting is only the most blatant ex
ample of the type of politics that have
characterized the Mercer administration.
It would be hard to find a more un
representative president or CB. All dur
ing his tenure, Mercer has attempted to
consolidate power in the executive and
control the groups he does not like. All
during its tenure, CB has not stood in

Mercer’s way.
Fortunately, all bad things come to a
good end. And in the Mercer administra
tion’s ineptitude there is a good legacy.
Bad presidents tend to prompt good peo
ple to run for office out of the belief that
they could do better, that someone
should do better.

Will Freeman, on the other hand, sup
ports a more equitable distribution of
student money. He would be better at
keeping politics out of financing than
Henderson.

Both Mike Craig and Paul Tuss are
good candidates. Both have been outspo
ken opponents of Mercer. Both would
like to see the budget reworked. Both
have vowed to represent the majority of
students, not just a select few. Neither
would stoop to the level of self-serving
politics where Mercer resides.
Students cannot lose no matter who is
elected.

Freeman is no newcomer to ASUM
politics. He has five years of budgeting
experience to Henderson’s two. -Hender
son has been a CB member, but Freeman
has been Student Action Center Business
Manager, SAC director and business
manager of SAC’s newspaper. He has
also been a member of Publications
Board, helping prepare the Kaimin’s
budget.
Will Freeman would be fair. He would
be a good business manager. He deserves
your write-in vote.

The most important race then is for
ASUM Business Manager.
To vote for Dan Henderson is to vote
for Bill Mercer. Henderson is one of
Mercer's leading cronies on CB. He
helped pass the Mercer budget. He would
throw roadblocks in the path of those
who would try to overturn Mercer’s
budget. He would work toward the same
goals as Mercer. He would be a bad busi
ness manager.

While a good ASUM president and
business manager are important, these
positions are meaningless without a good
Central Board to back them up. Fortu
nately, just as bad presidents prompt
good candidates, so does a bad CB.
The following is a list of CB candi
dates, mostly from the F.A.I.R. party,
that, if elected, would oppose a Mercer
like closed government and support re
budgeting and more adequate student

representation. They deserve your vote.

Tim Huneck
•OFF CAMPUS:
Hooi-Ching Chor
Brian Dorsett
Marilynn English
Lynn Exe-O’Neil
Vernon Finley
Lynn Israel
Brenda Miller
Tim Nardini
Ed Norman
Lee Saylor
Terry Schoenen
Dennis Small
Rod Stoick
•ON CAMPUS:
Heidi Johnson
Kathy Sherry
Scott Snelson
Kathy Young

•FAMILY HOUSING:
Bev Stoick
•OFF CAMPUS ORGANIZED
Margaret Miller

Letter

Backstage at Budgeting
Drink vodka
The battle for the budget was lost in Novem
ber. ASUM budget requests were submitted in
January and hearings held in February, but for
most purposes it was all over on November 13,
when Central Board passed a fiscal policy.
The ASUM Constitution requires Central
Board to adopt some fiscal policy or other:
“Central Board shall be responsible for de
veloping an annual fiscal policy, which it will
use consistently in making all financial deci
sions. The statement of policy shall appear in
the Kaimin. If Central Board makes a financial
decision which is inconsistent with the fiscal
policy, a statement from Central Board pub
lished in the Kaimin must appear within three
days of the date of the decision explaining the
deviation from the fiscal policy.”
What is a fiscal policy? Webster’s Third In
ternational New Dictionary of the English Lan
guage,-Unabridged defines it as “the financial
policy of a government particularly as it re
gards the budget and the method and timing of
borrowings and especially in relation to centralbank credit policy.”
The fiscal policy passed in November is four
teen single-spaced pages long. It talks about
whatever it has on its mind. It is more than
just fiscal policy.
The killer passage seems innocent enough:
“The Executive Committee (using criteria set
up in the ASUM bylaws) will submit a lineitem by line-item executive recommendation to
Central Board. The ASUM Executive Commit
tee, which consists of the ASUM president,
vice president, and business manager, will sub
mit the recommendation to Central Board as a
seconded motion and rationale for its decision
at least one week before the final budgeting
session. At the final budgeting session, Central
Board must increase or decrease specific lineitems from the Executive Committee’s re-

Ross Best
quest."
Put simply. Bill Mercer (with the invaluable
assistance of Amy Johnson and Greg Gullickson) furnished a proposed budget. Central
Board could add to or subtract from a specific
line-item, but there was no legal way to look at
a group’s request as a whole and suggest that,
say, 5 percent or 10 percent be cut.
There was an enforcer: Central Board mem
bers were told they could not discuss more than
one group at a time. When arguing money
should be cut from a group members were not
to suggest the money might be better used else
where.
This meant that Central Board cut up the pie
without actually looking at it. Without the abil
ity to compare groups directly, Central Board
was blindfolded. Without any way of shortcut
ting 59 groups’ line-items, the budgeteers were

swamped. Without any real hope of reforming
the budget, the opposition members of Central
Board gave up after a few futile hours.
Next quarter will bring in a new Central
Board. Its members will adopt their own fiscal
policy. They may be something more than par
rots. They may even decide to rebudget. What
ever they do, they should read before they
leap. Everyone should.
Ross Best is a senior in classics.

EDITOR:After listening to
what President Reagan had to
say on ABC TV Wednesday
night, I asked myself why a
president would want to spend
so much money on improving a
defense that seems to be too
strong to improve, especially
when the people seem to be so
unsupportive of it. Why go
against the grain of the voters
and jeopardize what the Republi
can Party has accomplished: the
highest office in America? There
must be a reason.
I had but to wait two minutes
after the President had com
pleted his speech to find out his
reasoning. Just as everyone in
the nation had heard, so I had
heard, the two responses that
followed
President
Reagan *i
talk. Yes, two. They were very
similar, each begging the Ameri
can people to back down, away
from
defense,
away
from
strength.
One of these responses came
from a concerned party. Disillu
sioned, but concerned neverthe
less. The Democrats, proud,
compassionate, patriotic, and
very sorrily misled by Soviet
propaganda.
The other response came from
far across the Atlantic, from
Moscow. A Soviet response on
American National Television! A

response to the President’s plea
for maintaining freedom and de
mocracy through defense! What
could have been the reason for

giving the Soviets national cover
age in responding to the Presi
dent’s defense speech? What did
ABC think the Russians were
going to say? Give. Mr. Reagan
everything he asks for? Of
course not!
ABC KNEW what the Soviet
response would be. It’s not hard
to see (looking at communist ac
tivity. around the world) that the
main thing preventing the Soviet
Union from stomping the world
is America’s strength. If only the
Russian government could get to
the American people and con
vince them that there is no thre
at. Then the taxpayers would
give up on defense and America
would fall «to Mother Russia.
Oh, that would be so nice for
the Soviet Union. They they
could stop THEIR horrendous
spending
on
defense/offense
(which is now twice that of
Americas) because, then, it
would only take half the money
to conquer the rest of the world.
All this could be accomplished
if they could only get to the
American people. Well, ABC
gave them a shot at it Wednes
day >night. The Soviet response
was, of course, don’t support
your president, don’t spend any
more money on defense. In other
words, lay down your arms and
learn to drink Vodka like good
little peasants.

Matt Jore
Junior, economics
ACT chairman

Ijpinion_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Vote yes
EDITOR: I write to encourage
afl UM rtudenu to vote Yes io
the MontPIRG referendum. You
will have an opportunity to vote

during the ASUM General Elec
tion this Wednesday and Thurs
day from 8:30 a.tn. to 4:30 p.m.
in the University Cotter.

pretty enjoyable, too.” Also
look forward to saying such
thiwgt as, "That’s not fair. I
wish that I had voted last year.
Maybe someone 1 like could be
on C.B.”
Don’t be caught saying these
things! Those of you who are
happy with the funding you got
for programming (films, concer
ts, lectures), your sports clubs,

What about a signature ad?

Hellgate has one, and charges
$25 a signature. That all goes on
one page. If the Yearbook staff
here at the University got 50
signatures they would be able to

generate $1,250 in revenue.
2.) How many students are in
volved? The Yearbook staff said
that it was for all the students
here at the U of M, but they are
only producing 1,000 copies.
First of all I would like you to
ask yourself why would you buy
a yearbook? To take home to
show your friends and for mem
ories. The staff needs to get the

By voting Yes you are support
ing a strong MontPIRG funded
with an optional fee. That fee is

Yearbook, UM Advocates, etc.,
it’s time that you realized you
could lose all of this and more!

called the MontPIRG account
fee and is $2 per student per
quarter, cither waivable or refu
table (similar to the system now)
and collected for MontPIRG by

Those people who are upset at
having lost their money for Stu
dent Action Center, Wilderness
Institute, Environmental Studies students involved.
This can be done by getting
Advocates want YOUR money.
Vote responsible this week so the living-groups here involved.
This can be done by getting pic
you won’t be saying, “Hey,
tures of the students in the book.
F.A.I.R. is NO fair!”
Since there are so many students
Scott Tempe!
here at the University, it would
Junior, accounting
be impossible to get every per
son’s picture in the book. Has
anyone thought of group shots?
For example: 1st Floor Aber,
2nd Floor Aber, Individual
EDITOR: Recently I called the Fraternities
and
Sororities,
Hellgate Yearbook Advisor con
ASUM Groups, etc...
cerning the University of Mon
This can be done very effec
tana Yearbook. From working tively by contracting a business
on a yearbook myself and talk here from town to come to the
ing to the Hellgate Advisor, I
school and take the pictures. It
know that the University can can be done without cost to the
make a yearbook without spend Yearbook. The company makes

ASUM.
Please be sure to get a referen
dum ballot and vote Yes during
the elections this week,
julle Fosbender

Senior, political science

No fair!
EDITOR: A number of the
F.A.I.R. party’s candidates will

be unable to fairly represent a
bulk of UM's students. One
good thing that came out of
C.B.'s funding cuts and budget
problems is that people are fi

nally concerned enough to get
out and vote. These disgruntled
groups arc going to get people to
the polls. That’s great! It’s about
time!
Now, those of you who did

not follow the budgeting process
because you didn’t think that
ASUM could take away your
pop concerts or your sports club
funding better think again. These
things can happen. Particular
C.B. members actually tried to
do just that last Wednesday by
stating such things as, “I have
not had a lot of people come up
to me saying that they want me
to fund pop concerts. I don't
even go to them or care about

them.”
If you like these things, why
didn’t you let your representa
tives know? it’s finally time to
wake up for those of you who
think everything you like is going
to always be around simply be
cause “they can’t take that
away.” The hell they can’t! In
the future, you too can be say
ing, "I used to like to go to the
Rcc. Annex before they lost all
of their money. ASUM spon
sored concerts and films were

Bom
yesterday
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Yearbook

ing the students’ money.
The Hellgate staff makes 900
books with 220 pages for
$16,000. This is all done without
funding from the school. The
staff makes ail the money needed
to produce the Yearbook for the

students every year.
Below are some points that I

would like to make clear before
you
fund
the
Yearbook
$17,165.64.
1.) The University Yearbook
Staff plans to have only 13 pages
of advertisements for a 250 page
book. They also plan to charge
$150 per page of advertisement.

money from the students individ
ually buying the pictures. The
staff gets copies of the shots for
free and a percentage of the

money made by the business.
The Yearbook’s job will be con
tacting the business and setting
the times for the pictures to be
taken and informing the stu

dents.
Hellgate High School had a
company come to the school for
two days and got pictures of
every student for free and made

$600 in the process.
3.) This also helps in pre-sell
ing the Yearbook. Hellgate made
The total advertisement revenue $8,000 in their first selling of the
will only be $1,813.
Yearbook this year. Getting the
Hellgate High School has be students involved and letting
tween 16 and 20 pages of adver
them know their pictures will be
tisement in each book, which has
in the book will help in the pre
220 pages. They charge $50 1/8 selling. It is important to pre-sell
of a page; $90 1/4 of a page; to get money to work with and
$140 1/2 of a page; $160 3/4 of
to have a guideline of how many
a page; and $180 for a full page.
books are needed. Also to see
Because U of M has 8,000 peo how much student support there
ple, the Yearbook will reach
is for a yearbook.
many more people. This means
4. ) Why can’t the yearbook be
they should at least be able to
made an academic program? In
get $200 per page of advertise
stead of working for money,
ment.

Theresa’s
of Washington Park
AU Phases of Hair Care

for Men and Women
Artificial Nails
(Silk Nails and Light Stroke Nails)
3700 & RttMril

721-HAIR (4247)

attain the highest standard of liv
ing in the world and to hold that
status till the present day. He en
couraged Sweden to expand in
vestment in the Third World on
ble.
5.) Why can’t they coordinate a large scale that most effectively
with the photographers used by benefited the host nation. Today
the Kaimin? If you look in the such countries as Singapore,
Kaimin they have a wide variety Malaysia, Gambia, Guinea and
of pictures taken of different many others have major Swedish
cympu! organizations. It would investments which have helped
save money and they wouldn’t them increase their standards of

how about for credits? Has any
one asked the Journalism De
partment about the possibilities?
This would save $8,950 if possi

be duplicating services.
If the Hellgate Yearbook staff
can produce a yearbook for their
students without school funding,
why can’t the U of M?
I would really like to see the U
of M have a yearbook, but not if
it will cost $17,000 at the time of
budget cuts. If a yearbook is to
be produced, let it be done by
utilizing some of these methods.
If it can work on a smaller scale
at the high school level, it can

work here.

living.
In 1976, after losing an elec
tion in which nuclear power was
a critical issue, he dedicated his
efforts to such pursuits as the
Brandt Commission which tried
to find solutions to the disparity
between the developed and devel
oping nations. He was a true
aristocrat who worked tirelessly
for peace, for the poor, and for

the weak. When our hostages
were captive in Iran, he led an
unsuccessful peace mission to re

gain their freedom.
He again became prime minis
ter in 1982 and continued to
work for peace, leading many ef
forts to end the Iran-Iraq War
and other global conflicts. He
worked equally hard for global
EDITOR: Across the tundra, disarmament during his recent
the deep forests, the small quaint tenure in office. He kept Swe
villages and the majestic cities of den’s rebel spirit alive for nearly
ten years, constantly angering
Sweden, a deep silence was
both the U.S.A. and the
borne late Friday night. From
the Scandinavian Northland, it U.S.S.R., but now he is gone.
For those of us who believed
spread around the world sadden
in him and his causes, we have
ing hearts and further attenuat
ing overly careworn hopes. For lost one of our greatest allies,
Friday night one of the world’s but he was a good teacher, and
greatest statesmen and peace ad he taught us well. Thank you,
Mr. Prime Minister for being
vocates was murdered in a sense
there when a weary world needed
less act of violence.
Olaf Palme first gained the you. You will never be forgot
ten, and as for your beloved
world’s eye in the 1960’s as a
Sweden, may she always keep
bitter opponent of the Vietnam
her rebellious nature, for it has
War. He and his Social Demo
cratic Party were instrumental in been her heaviest cross and her
making Sweden a bastion of safe most glittering crown and thus,
haven for American heroes the source of her wisdom.
whose consciences refused to let Kevin-Paul Craig Vang
them participate in the atrocity Graduate, geology

Brenda Miller

Freshman, general studies

Peace
advocate

that was the Vietnam War.
When he gained the prime min
istry in 1969, he became Richard
Nixon’s most fervent foreign
critic likening Nixon to Adolf
Hitler, after Nixon’s bombing of

Hanoi.
At home, he helped Sweden to
further develop and implement
environmental policies that made
her a model nation in Europe’s
ecological movement. His eco
nomic policies helped Sweden to
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nSports
Lewis interviews
for Reno position
By Mike Olinger
lUMn Sports Edtor

UM Athletic Director Harley
Lewis told the Kaimin he inter
viewed with the University of
Nevada-Reno last week for the
athletic director position at that
institution.
Lewis has been the athletic di
rector at UM since April 1976.
Dick Trachok has been UNR’s
athletic director since 1974 and
wiD be retiring from the position
July 1.

a job offer within the next two

weeks.
Lewis said, “Reno has a lot to
offer in terms of being a larger
community and more stable fi
nancially. Their future planning
also makes it attractive.”
He added that a higher salary
is not the only consideration he
will weigh if he receives the job
offer. “Sometimes you look at a
school within a conference better
because it appears to be a lateral

move rather than a vertical
move. You go into it with your
Lewis said four candidates are eyes open.”
Pholo by Kim Budnaia
being interviewed for the posi
Lewis said a move to UNR
tion and that he was the first to would be a lateral move in some
STEVE WADDELL PREPARES to turn Garry Norman of Weber State during their 118-pound semi
interview. He expects UNR to ways but that the job would en final match Saturday. Waddell took first in his division and, along with Rob Bazant and Jeff Castro,
make a final decision and make compass new responsibilities.
will take part in the NCAA tournament.
1

UM wrestlers to compete in NCAA tournament
By Ken Pekoe
KaMn Sparta Ivpsrtw
Three members of the Univer
sity of Montana wrestling team
will take part in the NCAA
tournament March 14 and 15 in
Iowa City, Iowa.
Steve Waddell, Rob Bazant
and Jeff Castro all qualified for
the NCAA tourney in Saturday’s
Big Sky Conference tournament
that was held in Dahlberg Arena.
Waddell, who won the 118pound title, and Bazant, winner
of the 158-pound crown, were
the only UM champions in the

Castro, who finished second at
142, was given one of three wild
card selections made by the six
conference coaches.

The other two choices went to
190-pounder Chris Pease of
Idaho State and freshman heavy
weight Pat McDade of Boise
State. Both wrestlers finished
second in their respective classes.
One name missing from the list
of UM wrestlers is Vince

Hughes.
Hughes, last year’s winner at

tournament.

Take it from...

167, suffered an opening-round
loss in the tournament and fin
ished third at 167.

“1 think they did great,” Bliss
said of his team’s effort. “They
really wanted to win it though.”

Bliss said he tried to get
Hughes, the division’s number
one seed, into the NCAA tour
ney, but the other coaches voted
against him.

Bliss cited several accomplish
ments the team produced which
make the season a memorable
one.

He called McDade's selection a
“good choice,” but questioned
Pease’s. “I thought we could get
Brian Waddell,” Bliss said, re
ferring to UM’s 126-pound sec
ond place finisher.

“We’re taking more kids to
nationals than ever, we scored
more points (in the Big Sky
tournament) than any UM team,
and we had the best dual meet
record in the school’s history.”

For a record 10th time, Boise
State won the Big Sky team title,
finishing with 88.5 points. Mon

Other placers in the tourney
for Montana were Jim Giulio,
second at 177, Steve Resch, third
at 134 and Larry Gotcher, fourth

tana was second with 67.75.

at 150.

ANDYVLIET
1986(1 of M
Rhodes Scholar
and Army
R.O.T.C. CADET

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won’t
make college easier.

Just easier to pay for.

Even if you didn’t start college on a scholarship, you could
finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships pay for full tuition

and allowances for educational fees and textbooks. Along
with up to $1,000 a year. Get all the facts. Contact

Major Jim Desmond. Phone 243-2679 or room
105A in the Old Men’s Gym

Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps

A school record was set
Saturday by the University of
Montana gymnastics team in
the Shanico Invitational in
Corvallis, Ore.
By scoring 173.5 team
points, UM eclipsed the mark
of 172 points set last week

against Montana State.
. “What’s nice is the steady
progress,” Montana Head
Coach Terry Hamilton said.
The University of Washing
ton won the team title with
183.4 points. .
This weekend the team will
be in Boise to face the Lady
Broncos. "This should let us
know what we have to do to
win the conference,” Hamil
ton said. “It’s going to be
real close.”

HELLO
YOU’RE INVITED TO

ATTEND A GREAT
NEW EVENT

THE 82.99 PIZZA
EXTRAVAGANZA
AT LITTLE BIG MEN
TODAY 5-8
FREE DRINKS & REFILLS
TO ACCOMPANY

BE ALL YOG CAN BE.

Gymnastics
record set

A CONNOISSEUR’S DELIGHT

Flipper’s

IMPORT
NIGHT
Tuesdays

MOST
IMPORTS

750
ALL OTHERS

$1.00
Tip One
With Us! 4 P« on

Come

125 South 3rd West
721-4895

Freeman to run write-in campaign
By Velvet Phillips
Will Freeman, senior in geology, decided re
cently to be a write-in candidate for ASUM busi
ness manager because he feels there were so
many things wrong with this quarter’s budgeting
process.
He said Monday that he feels the budgeting
was politically motivated and misrepresentative
of student desires. He said he believes he had to
get involved even though he had planned to join

the Peace Corps next year.
“I’ve been a part of student government too
long to walk out while a lot of good student or
ganizations are dying or being crippled because
of one person’s political views,” he said referring
to ASUM President Bill Mercer.
Freeman said he decided on Wednesday night
after CB passed next year’s budget, that there
needed to be someone in the manager’s position
who can “deal with budgeting while keeping per
sonal politics out.”
Calling his opponent “one of Bill’s boys,”
Freeman said Dan Henderson has played a large
role with Mercer in the budgeting process. He
said if the new CB wants to redistribute funds,
he believes Henderson, who was previously run
ning unopposed, would “put roadblocks in front
of these attempts.”
“1 think 1 can be honest and objective, irre
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Will Freeman

spective of my personal politics.”
Freeman said he is no stranger to the budgeting
process. He has been involved in budgeting and
lobbying for five years and has dealt with all

levels of budgeting from writing and lobbying for
budgets to administering a budget.
In 1983 he was on Publications Board and as a
member he went though budgeting for the Mon
tana Kaimin.
In fact, he said, while on the board he helped
develop a five-year plan to make the Kaimin selfsufficient. He said he has also written one budget
for the Student Action Center and co-written an
other.
He has been the business manager for the SAC
publication, SAC director and is currently the
business manager for SAC.
Freeman said he believes Greg Gullickson, cur
rent ASUM business manager, has done some in
credible good work” over the last 2.5 years. If
elected, Freeman said he wouldn’t change much.
However, he said something has to be done
next quarter about the budget. He said he feels
three student groups got “seriously screwed.”
The Kaimin, the Wilderness Studies and Informa
tion Studies Center and the Women's Resource
Center have all had a “great tradition of manag
ing money well, and providing student services,”'
he said.
Freeman said another recommendation besides
the executive recommendation was needed to en
sure the funds are distributed equitably. He sug
gested that oneway to do this is to get the stu
dents to indicate their priorities of where they
want their student activity fee to go.
He said this would allow the board to distrib
ute the money to groups the students want
funded. He suggested a student forum as one way
of getting student opinions.

Henderson wants long-range ASUM plans
By Christopher Ransick
Kalinin fi«port*i

ASUM business manager candidate Dan
Henderson said ASUM must shift its attention
from short-range goals to more long-range plan
ning.
Student enrollment, hence ASUM’s available
money, is predicted to decline between 2 and 5
percent during each of the next seven years, ac
cording to the Institutional Research office,
Henderson said.
If that projection proves correct, he added,
ASUM will have only about $350,000 to disperse
in 1992, as compared with $431,000 this aca

demic year,
“It’s obvious that something needs to be
done,” Henderson said, adding that his prime
objective, if elected, would be to make the
ASUM bylaws, constitution and fiscal policy con

gruent in the next year.
Henderson, a junior majoring in business ad
ministration, has served two full terms as a CB
member. He has worked on the Budget and Fi
nance Committee in drafting fiscal policy, and
helped author the grading system applied to pay
scales,
Henderson said the most vital organizations
funded by ASUM arc Programming, Legal Ser
vices and the Day Care Center. He described this
year’s Programming as “great,” called Legal Ser
vices, which receives $60,000 from ASUM, an
“unknown but valuable tool,” and said he
wishes he could expand the Day Care Center’s

funding.'

The Wilderness Studies and Information Cen
ter, which received $27,000 from ASUM this year
and will receive only $3,678 next year, benefits
students the least, Henderson said.
“It’s a great organization,” he said, adding
that its benefits to state and national wildlife
groups are laudable, but students’ money should
be used for things that more directly benefit the
student body.
Henderson said the Kaimin “has made more
capital improvements this year than any other
group on campus,” and he supports the decision
to allot only $1 to the paper because, “1 think
the Kaimin can absorb some cuts just like any
other group” at the university.
Henderson said two weeks ago that he sup
ported the Publications Board having greater in
fluence over the newspaper. “If the students own
the paper, the students should control the
paper,” he said.
After returning last week from a national con
ference on college governments in Houston
Henderson reversed his stance and said that
though the Publications Board should consider
student response to the Kaimin’s choices of sto
ries, it should not exert editorial control over the

paper.
Henderson declined to endorse any of the pres
idential candidates in the election, and said, “I
can work with any of them.”
Dan Henderson was running unopposed until
William Freeman, senior in geology, recently an
nounced his intention to run as a write-in candi
date.

Dan Henderson
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ASUM general election to b<
Off-campus
John Bates
John Bates, freshman in political science from Corval
lis, Oregon, says he’s tired of sitting back and letting
people like Bill Mercer tell students how their govern
ment will be run.
ASUM is an “association of students” and as such
must be run by and for students, he says.
“It is time that ASUM officers or CB members sit
back and really listen to students,” Bates, a SING party
member says.
Some of Bates’ goals are:
•to initiate necessary reforms in ASUM elections and
budgeting bylaws.
•improve the ASUM Day-Care Center’s program and
eliminate rent for the service.
•to come up with a viable solution for UM’s campus
parking problem.
Bates, 22, says, if elected, he “will work for the stu
dents interest not my own and if not elected I will stay
active in ASUM thorugh committees.
“I am committed to being an active participant in stu
dent government for students!” he says.
Bates has no prior ASUM experience.

Mariah Bettise
Mariah Bettise, 21, a junior in journalism and politi
cal science from Billings, says she is running for CB
“because I feel that at the present time the ASUM stu
dent government is not representing all students on this
campus.”
Bettise, a STAR party member, says if elected, “1
would try to voice all students’ opinions, not merely my
own. I would travel to all the student groups to find out
if they want any opinions voiced to CB or had any ques
tions to ask.
“1 would also make it known that any UM student
could call me at home any time to voice opinions or ask
questions.”
“It is extremely important that the students on this
campus are better informed about their student govern
ment and its function,” Bettise says. “Each student on
this campus pays a $20 activity fee which should auto
matically give them a voice in their student government.
“I feel that a lot of students don’t know about this
automatic voice.”
“If elected, I plan on informing the students so they
can form opinions and then representing those opinions
on ASUM Central Board.”
She has no prior ASUM experience.

Robert Beeman
Robert R. Beeman, a freshman in gereral studies from
Missoula says he believes "all factions of the student
body should be fairly represented.
“I feel the students deserve representation by individu
als that are politically motivated and are not intimidated
by powerful politicians.”
Beeman, a member of FAIR, follows fellow CB candi
date Scott Snelson’s — “I think it’s time we got the
kiddie politics out of the University of Montana” —
idealogy.
“I think we all deserve better,” Beeman says.
Beeman, 44, has been on the Phoenix Steering Com
mittee.

Margaret Blackburn
Margaret Blackburn, a junior in political science and
history, says that she is currently involved in ASUM and
would like to continue her involvement “in the capacity
of Central Board.
“My main goal for CB is to break down the existing
barriers between traditional and non-traditional students.
I firmly believe that there is no place in student gover
nment
for petty politics as has been the case in the
past.
“CB members need to concentrate their efforts on
working together for the best interests of all students
and not those of their special interest groups.”
Blackburn, 21, has been on the ASUM Library and

Archives Committee , the ASUM Elections Committee
and is a member of STAR.

Hooi-Ching Chor
Hooi-Ching Chor, a senior in computer science from
Alor Setar, Malaysia, says “the present CB is not very
well represented.
“» would like to see a full representation especially

from the minority groups.
“Besides, the International Students Association has
been established for the last six years and its time that
we represent ourselves rather than depending on others
to represent us.”
Chor, 27, is a FAIR member and president of the
ISA, says.
“If I were voted to CB, Chor says, I would like to:
•lower the rent paid by ASUM groups to the University
Center.
•propose that sports groups be allocated at least to
operational cost.
•propose to reverse the policy that ASUM groups can
make any line-item change as they wish.”

Phil Clayton
Phil Clayton, a junior in political science and eco
nomics from Indio, Calif., says he is running for CB
“because I feel that I can represent the students of this
university in a sober and fair manner.”
“It is currently very chic to jump on bandwagons con
cerning the present state of affairs,” Clayton says. “I
know that if I’m elected to CB, I will listen to all the
sides of the argument.
“Student involvement is healthy, but blind, misdirect
ed involvement is hazardous,” he says, and "as member
of SING, I promise to be non-partisan in the voting is
sues, exercising my best judgment. Can the candidates in
the other parties honestly say that?"
Clayton, 22, has no previous ASUM experience and is
a SING member.

Brian A. Dorsett
If elected to CB, Brian Dorsett will work to com
bat student apathy on campus, he says.
“Last year, ASUM board members did a poor job
of involving the students in the process of decision
making,” he said. “If elected, I will push for a pub
lished CB agenda. Only then will students have a
chance to voice their opinions.”
Dorsett, the president of the Black Student Union,
is a 25-year-old sophomore in zoology from Wash
ington, D.C., and has attended UM for more than a
year.
Although Dorsett has no prior ASUM experience,
he spent five years working for a political action
committee in Washington, D.C., and has worked on
political campaigns in the Bahamas.

Dorsett, a member of the FAIR parly, is running
for an off-campus seat.

Marilyne English
Marilyne English, a 38-year-old junior in social work
from Fort Macleod, Alberta, says that although she is a
new student at UM, she is capable in bringing “new and
fresh” ideas to CB.
”1 am a very motivated individual with great interest
on student concerns,” English, a FAIR party member
says, and is “not afraid to tackle issues when it’s of stu
dents interests and concerns.”
English was president of the National Association of
Students at the University of Lethbridge and was a NAS
representative.

Lynn Exe-O’Neil
Lynn Exe-O’Neil, 29-year-old a senior in business ad
ministration and FAIR party member, says “only a
gender-balanced, academically diverse, traditional/non

traditional students’ Central Board can genuinely re
spond to all students’ needs.”
“My past educational experience as a traditional/nontraditional, female, single, single head-of-household stu
dent has provided me a broad perspective,” Exe-O’Neil
says. “I can fairly represent all students’ concerns.”
Exe-O’Neil says her experience as a two-year staff
member of ASUM’s Women Resource center has al
lowed her to realize the importance of "a vocal, re
sponsible CB.”
“For all students, CB is necessary,” Exe-O’Neil says.
“For me, to be and active member on CB is a priority.”
Exe-O’Neil was program coordinator for the Women’s
Resource Center.

Kyle D. Fickler
Kyle D. Fickler, a 20-year-old sophomore in business
administration and accounting from Drummond, says
“one of the most important issues we face today is the
lack of student input into administrative decisions.
"I feel such problems as parking and food service can
be answered to benefit student needs and yet meet
budget requirements if we approach the new administra
tion in the proper manner," Fickler, an independent,
says.
“I also feel we cannot allow our student funded ser
vices and clubs to falter or fold because of lack of fund
ing. Programs as diverse as Day-Care, Wilderness Stud
ies and our athletic clubs are vital to the university expe
rience.
"If given the opportunity, I feel I can work effectively
and equitably to help alleviate these problems and work
toward the future,” he says.
He is a member of the Long Range Planning Commit
tee and the Main Hall Restoration Committee.

Vernon Finley
Vernon Finley, a 31-year-old senior in elementary edu
cation from Elmo, says the current administration of
ASUM has pointed out how “extensive a corrupt special
grout) could manipulate student government to satisfy
the wants of a small minority of students.
“I cannot promise to represent the viewpoints of all
students,” Finley, a FAIR party member says. “How
ever, I do promise to listen and try to understand other
viewpoints and to work out satisfactory compromises so
all viewpoints feel adequately represented.”
Finley says he would also like to inform the student
body about its government so future elections would
consist of “more than voting for friends of family
names, but actually deal with the issues.
"I believe that after we’re elected, CB has a responsi
bility to inform the student body of CB’s actions and to
inform them of upcoming considerations that affect us

all," Finley says.

Patrick Geagan
Patrick Geagan, a 28-year-old freshman in business
administration, says he will bring "common sense to
CB, in addition, “a person capable of thinking for him

self, reasonable and fair.
“As a non-traditional and handicapped student, there

are issues that other students and I have in common,
Geagan, a FAIR party member, says.
“But these issues are not the basis for me being on

CB,” he says. “I know that this statement becomes o
after awhile, but, 1 do want to represent the students,
not one person, one party or one line of thought, but

that that is right and fair.”
Geagan has attended UM since fall quarter and has no
previous ASUM experience.

Nancy Hiett
Nancy Hiett, an 18-year-old freshman in political sci
ence from Missoula, says, if elected, she “would keep

an open mind on issues.”
Her personal goal, she says, “is to talk with all groups

s held Wednesday, Thursday
concerning their interests, since it impossible to repre
sent these organizations interests if one is not aware of
their concerns.”
Hictt, a STAR party member, says that “although
being on the Student Union Board increased my knowl
edge of different groups funded by ASUM, I am anx
ious to learn more and welcome any comments or sug
gestions from students.”

Todd HUI
Todd Hill, an 18-year-old freshman in political science
and psychology from Helena, says he wants to be a CB
member because “the students* needs could be better
represented.” ASUM, he says, “works only through ac
tive involvement and representation.
"Hopefully, by being elected I will be able to repre
sent the students’ needs and concerns to the utmost of
my capabilities,” Hill, a STAR party member says.
Hill has no prior ASUM or CB experience.

Lynn Israel
Lynn Israel, a 32-year-old senior in religious studies
form Oak Park, III., says she is concerned with ASUM

budgeting.
She says she feels that groups such as the Day Care
Center have not been treated fairly in budgeting.
“I’m not happy with the way funds have been distrib
uted,” she says. And in the future, she says she wants
to see the budget allocated in a “more even fashion.”
Israel says she would also like to encourage students
to participate more in CB functions and to encourage
more students to become familiar with the board.
Students in general don’t know much about CB, Israel
says. "If they knew, they would realize what CB’s
about” and would participate more than just at budget
ing.
Israel is a former member of the Jewish Students As
sociation at UM and is currently coordinator of the

Women's Resource Center.

John Josephson

private companies.
Although McCann has no ASUM experience, he says
he can do a good job on CB because of his involveme nt
with Spurs and Model United Nations.

Brenda Miller
Brenda Miller, a 19-year-old freshman in general stud
ies from Missoula, says "students care about the univer
sity, but have been alienated by the present ASUM ad
ministration.
“I think it is possible to develop a good working rela
tionship between the student body and student govern
ment, if the government is willing to listen and solicit
information from the students,” Miller, a FAIR party
member, says.
Miller says she believes budget cuts should be “across
the board and that ASUM should get out of the special

interest business.
“Education is the future of America as we are moving
into a high-tech age, and yet it is a low priority item
with governments, both state and federal. To protect
our rights to further our education, we need to stand up
and be counted, now!"

Margaret Miller
Margaret Miller, a 45-year-old junior in economics
and political science from Goshen, Ind., has served on
CB for the past two years and says, “Why stop now?”
Miller, an independent, says, if elected, “I would try
my best to represent students, just as I have in the
past." This will be a legislative year, she says, and the
Legislature must be convinced that “education should
be a top priority.”
She says the Legislature must also be convinced that
financial aid cuts will hurt students because “so many
students arc sacrificing so much already just to be here
and we can’t lose them."

Tim Nardini

John Josephson, a 21-ycar-old junior in business ad
ministration and marketing, says "to be a CB member
would be and interesting and learning experience.”
Josephson, a SING party member, says the time he
has spent at UM would give him the background to be a
"productive and effective” CB member.
"What I would do as a board member would be to
challenge students to contact me with their concerns,
then to relay their concerns back to CB,” he says.
Josephson has no previous ASUM or CB experience.

Tim Nardini, a 38-ycar-old graduate student in histo
ry, says he is running for CB because graduate students
aren’t "being represented at all” and the interests of all
non-traditional students are not being adequately repre
sented.
He says the key to making ASUM work is finding out
what students want. He said he would support opinion
polls, surveys and the use of referendums to determine
this.

Sandy Manor

Ed Norman

Sandy Manor, a 20-year-old junior in psychology
from Miles City, says she wants to be a CB member "so
that I can make sure l‘m doing my part to see that the
students arc being served.”
Manor has two year experience on the traffic appeals
board.

Ed Norman, a sophomore in education from Hamil
ton, is “tired of watching students who represent maybe
10 percent of the student body make decisions for all.
“CB needs to function now as a forum openly ad
dressing the most relevant issues that can help students
consolidate their power to direct policy and administra
tion in all phases of university workings.”
Norman, 33, a FAIR party member says, “i would re
quire greater accountability and offer more direction to
students on the dozen faculty and administration sub
committees working directly with university policy.
“I would work to change the budgeting process so it
is more accountable to the students," he says.
“I would make sure that minutes and agenda for
every CB meeting were to be published in the Kaimin."
He is chairman of WSIC and coordinator of ASUM
Gardens.

DeU P. McCann
Dell P. McCann says students should use Central
Board to gel their opinions across to the UM admin
istration, the Board of Regents and the Montana Legis
lature.
McCann, a 19-year-old sophomore in political scien-

re pre law from Fort Shaw, is running for an on-cam
pus CB seat. He is a member of the SING party.
He says the major issue facing the university is the
current budget cuts and “I think we need to let the Leg
islature know how we feel.”
If elected he said he would work toward developing a
mini-aull in the University Center by renting space to

Charles Perry
Charles Perry says be wants to get students more in
volved in Central Board and let them know meetings are

open and that they can come voice their opinions any
time.
Perry, a 31-year-old sophomore in radio-television
from Newport News, Va., is a member of the FAIR
party and is running for an off-campus scat.
The secretary treasurer of the Black Student Union
says, if elected he will work to eliminate the gap that
exists between UM students and the current student gov
ernment.
Perry has attended UM for more than a year.

Lee Saylor
Lee Saylor says that if he is elected to Central Board,
he will solicit students* views about how they want their

money spent.
Because CB controls students’ money, he says, it is
CB’s responsiblity to pursue students' opinions about
how that money is distributed.
Saylor, a 23-year-old senior in drama-dcsign/tech
from Sidney, says it is not enough for candidates to
stand behind “one or two issues ar.d wave them like
banners.
“We should be concerned with all the concerns of the
students," he says.
Saylor, an independent candidate running for an offcampus seat, has been president of the Montana Mas
quers and has attended UM for two years.

Terry Schoenen
To Terry Schoenen, “ASUM means students helping
students in a systematic and purposeful way.”
“We, as students, must learn to make a more con
scious effort to seek and continue a well-rounded and
quality education,” she says, “not by raising student
government activity fees, but by becoming more keen
and responsive to the changes on our campus, in the
community, in the state and even nation.”
Schoenen, a 22-year-old sophomore in political science
from Great Falls, is running for an off-campus seat as a
member of the STAR party.
Schoenen has attended UM for three years and has
been a member of Central Board, the Student Action
Center and the ASUM City Council representative.

Dennis Small
If elected to office, one of Dennis Small’s first priori
ties will be to increase UM’s day-care facilities, he says.
“Day care is woefully inadequate," the FAIR parly
candidate says.
Small, a 28-ycar-old sophomore in English from Bill
ings, says another problem io address is UM parking.
“Student parking is overpriced and underprovided and
CB should support a freeze on parking fees until some
sort of solution is found,” he says.
Smail, who is running for an off-campus seat, says
“student input should be encouraged and utilized” and
could be obtained through student forums and open
meetings with CB and ASUM officers.
“The present CB is responsive to and responsible to
no one but themselves," he says. “I would be personally
accountable and answerable to students for my actions
and try to implement vehicles to increase student
input.”
Small has attended UM for two quarters and is presi
dent of Phoenix, a member of the Phoenix Constitution
Committee, chair of the College Democrats Constitution
Committee and the Executive Board adviser.

Editor's No(e:Thc CB candi
date stories were compiled from
questionnaires sent to ail candi
dates and telephone interviews
by Kaimin reporter Brian Justice
and the Kaimin news editors.

Robb Soltesz
Robb Soltesz, a 20-year-old junior in PPPT/business
administration from Great Falls, says he would be able
to represent a wide variety of students if elected because
he is a member of a fraternity and is in contact with
many people.
Soltesz, who is running for an off-campus seat, says
he would like to increase ASUM’s publicity to let stu
dents know what it is and how it affects them. He also
says he would like to pass a budget that “supports the
maximum number of student groups” and pass a con
stitution that “eliminates ambiguity and establishes clear
guidelines for operation.”
He has no prior ASUM experience.

Beverly A. Stoick
Beverly Stoick says the way to achieve a responsive
CB is to develop and implement a creative and efficient

way to measure student sentiment.
“In the past many matters have been shelved never to
be heard of again,” she says. “That is to say that some
one decided for the students that the issue wasn’t impor-

tant. This is wrong, as well as unfair. The current CB
has handled too many issues this way.”
Stoick, a 30-year-old sophomore in general studies and
pre-law from Hamilton, says she is running for CB be
cause she wants “to take an active role in the issues that
face our student government and students.”
Stoick is an independent running for an off-campus
seat and has attended UM for two quarters. She says
she has no prior ASUM committee experience but has
work-study experience in the ASUM office.

Rod Stoick
Rod Stoick says the University of Montana needs in
novative change, which CB can implement through cre
ative problem solving techniques.
Stoick, a 30-year-old sophomore in communications
from Billings, says that CB must present “fair represen
tation of the various elements of the student popula
tion.”
The off-campus candidate of the FAIR party says he
has “had the opportunity to discuss ASUM with many
students, both traditional and non” and believes change
is necessary.
Stoick has attended UM for two quarters and is office

manager of Phoenix and the chairman of Phoenix’s Fi
nancial Aid Information Committee.

John Velk
If elected to CB, John Velk says he will follow
through with proposals left unfinished this year, includ
ing “elimination of the $30,000 assessment fee on
ASUM by the UM administration to rent space” in the
University Center.
Velk, a 21-year-old junior in political science from
Havre, says, “This would result in more funds for stu
dent programs and clubs.”
The off-campus candidate and chairman of the SING
party says because he is "one of only four incumbants
running for office,” he believes he will be able to ac
complish this goal.
“Also, my participation in various activities has
taught me the value of compromise and of viewing is
sues with an open mind,” he says. “With these quali
ties, I feel I would make an effective, responsible stu
dent representative.”
Velk has attended UM for three years and is a mem
ber of CB and the elections committee.

On-campus
Kevin Connor
Kevin Connor, a 21-year-old junior in political science/Soviet studies, says he has the experience to effective
ly represent UM students on Central Board.
Connor, who is currently on CB, says, “I feel as
though I have developed a strong understanding of the
scope of ASUM and the issues and concerns that we will
be facing at UM.”
“As a board member, 1 would strive to remain as
open and approachable as possible....”
“I always make it a point to reply to calls and mes
sages or take time to listen when somebody shows an
interest in their student government. And, 1 would chal
lenge anybody to prove otherwise.”
Connor is a member of the International Students’
Advisory Committee and a non-member of the Budget
and Finance Committee.

Gary Dettling
Gary Dettling, a 21-year-old senior in education and
history from Ann Arbor, Mich., says he “feels it’s very
important for students to be involved in school related
government. Students should have an active voice in the
affairs of their school. CB can and should be that
voice.”
Dettling, a SING party member, says the student body
should be represented as a whole.
If elected, he says he would do his best “to communi
cate students views on impending issues. CB needs to try
to work closer with the students if they plan to truly
represent students,” he says.
Additionally, he says, “serving on CB would be a
learning experience in representational government.”
Dettling was on the ASUM Grievance Committee and
was involved in the budgeting process last year as the
Spurs president.

Kathy Eide
Kathy Eide, a 20-year-old sophomore in German from
Billings, says she wants to get the ASUM budgeting sys
tem “under control.”
“1 want to see where my money is going and students
should know and understand where theirs goes,” she
says.
Eide is a transfer student from the University of
Northern Colorado and is running for an on-campus
seat. She is a member of SING.

William Huber
William Huber says Central Board members should
find out how the students feel about campus issues be
fore the board takes action on them.

Huber, a 23-year-old senior in political science/economics running for an on-campus CB seat, said this
could be done by publishing the board’s agenda in the
Montana Kaimin, by holding regular forums with stu
dents and by meeting with ASUM groups regularly.

Huber was on the MontPIRG Board of Directors, a
member of the College Democrats, a member of the
State Democrat Executive Board and was involved in the
fight against closing North Corbin Hall and organized a
campaign against a contracted food service at UM.

Heidi L. Johnson
Heidi Johnson says she wants to balance the power
between the ASUM officers and Central Board by creat
ing a non-voting CB position on the board to break ties.
Johnson, a 22-year-old senior in political science/public administration from Helena, says this person,
chosen by CB, would conduct the meetings “impartially
according to Robert’s Rules.”
She says the position would help balance the power
between the “executive and legislative branches” of
ASUM.
She says she will also work with the new ASUM presi
dent and his “his cabinet in order to give the student
government back to the students — both traditional and
non-traditional.
“It is time for Central Board to experience some
much needed and long awaited reforms,” she says.

Paul Neidhardt
Paul Neidhardt, a 20-year-old junior in music educa
tion, said he is running for an on-campus CB seat be
cause he wants to do something about the students’ con
tinuing unsolved problems.
Neidhardt, a member of FAIR, said issues such as
parking rates, availability of parking spaces, the food
service issue and book-buy-back rates are major issues
that need to addressed by CB.
This is Neidhardt’s third year at UM and he doesn’t
have any prior ASUM experience.

Kathy Sherry
Kathy Sherry says if she is elected to an on-campus
seat she will address several issues that affect the dormi
tory residents.
Sherry, a 20-year-old junior in political science/Asian
studies from Missoula, said she would address “prob

lems like parking, food service contracting, text bookreturn prices, limited student seating at ball games,
ASUM budgeting procedures, student support of the
faculty, library funding and many, many others that di
rectly affect the on-campus student.”
She has been on the Campus Development Committee

and is a member of FAIR.

Jeff Simpson
Jeff Simpson, sophomore in pharmacy, is running for
an on-campus seat but efforts to get a questionnaire to
him failed as did numerous efforts to reach him by tele
phone.

Scott Snelson
Scott Snelson says he views ASUM as a student activi
ties organization and not a springboard for “junior poli
ticians.”
Snelson, a 22-year-old junior in wildlife biology, says:
"In recent months, I have dealt with Central Board
through budgeting. I’ve never seen a bigger bunch of
lemmings in my life.”
ASUM is funded by the students and “I’m going to
see that that's exactly what it is going to do,” he says.
He said if elected he plans to propose a system where
the students would decide which ASUM group would
get the student’s $20 student activity fee.

"Let the club executives decide what they can and
can’t do, not a disinterested, uneducated batch of
resume enhancers,” he says.
Snelson is an independent seeking an on-campus CB
seat.

Dan Thomas
Dan Thomas, a 19-year-old freshman* in political sci
ence from Hobson, says he wants to be on CB "simply
because of the fact that it’s a worthy organization that
fulfills the needs of the students at UM.”
Thomas, who is running for an on-campus seat and is
member of SING, admits he has no ASUM experience,
but says, “1 would like to stress though that I am openminded and that 1 would be available to listen to ayone’s point of view. Central Board needs individuals who
are going to be open to all student interests and con
cerns that they may have.”

Katherine Young
Katherine Young, a 20-year-old sophomore in journal
ism, says she she is qualified for the on-campus CB seat
she is seeking.
Because she has lived in the dorms for more than a
year, she says she has learned the concerns and needs of
the on-campus resident.

“1 wish to speak for the on-campus resident,” she
says.
She hasn’t had any UM student government experience.

She is a member of STAR.

Rhodes Scholars

UM has high percentage of
By Adina Lindgren
KohnAo IWporte* and
Terry Brenner
Katafe CaMrtkwBng Report*.

The University of Montana
may be a small state university,
but it has produced 23 Rhodes
scholars—more than many large
universities and Ivy League col
leges.
Out of 264 universities and
colleges that have produced
Rhodes Scholars, UM ranks
19th, which is higher than uni
versities like Cornell, University
of California at Berkley, Duke,
Amherst, University of Pennsyl
vania and Swarthmore.
UM ranks ninth among the
public universities of that group
and sixth among those schools

“Call it honesty, forthright
ness, unpretentiousness-1 guess I
call it a kind of innocence that
Rhodes people like,” he said.
Huff, UM’s Rhodes scholar
selection committee coordinator,
said the quality of education at
UM is another factor affecting
UM’s Rhodes record.
“Undergraduates
here
get
wonderful attention from regular
and talented faculty.”
At schools where assistants
teach a lot of undergraduate
courses, “students just don't get
that quality or extent of atten
tion," Huff said.
Huff stressed it is not the uni
versity that makes a Rhodes
scholar. Rhodes qualities, includ
ing truthfulness, courage, devo
tion to duty, sympathy for and

west of the Mississippi.
According to UM Philosophy
Professor Tom Huff, UM stu protection of the weak, kindli
dents compete well because their ness, unselfishness, fellowship,
“natural humility” makes them leadership and physical vigor,
are already developed in Rhodes
unique from other competitiors.

scholar candidates, he said.
Nathaniel Blumberg, state se
lection committee secretary, said
UM may have more scholars
than other schools in the region
because of the “consistent at
tempt on the part of the faculty"
to find promising candidates.
Huff said more than 20 profes
sors and faculty members look
for possible scholars.
“They send me Rhodes pros
pects all the time,” Huff said.
“I talk to between 40 and 60 stu
dents a year about Rhodes. I
may find 10 prospects. I may
find four. I may find none.”
Huff begins advising prospec
tive scholars during their sopho
more year. “I advise them to
take courses that will get them
the best imaginable education
and tell them to read the New
York Times regularly.”
Schools with an active search
committee usually produce the

I

most scholars, former Rhodes
scholar Mark Peppier said.
However, Peppier said, UM’s
high ranking may not be as im
pressive as it sounds, considering
that competition in the northwest
region is not as stiff as in more
populated regions.
Because UM is in a region
where there are fewer universities
than in other regions, it is likely
that UM will produce more
scholars, more often than univer
sities in more populated regions.
UM’s high ranking also results
from the current selection proce
dures, which differ from those
used when the program began in
1903.
Until 1930 each state sent one
scholar. Now, states are grouped
into eight regions, which send
four scholars each. Regulations
limit each state to a maximum of
two scholars per year.
UM has produced 17 scholars

since 1930.
This year, two of the 32
scholars from the United States
were from Montana. One stu
dent attends UM, the other stu
dent attends Harvard. State Se
lection Committee Chairman
Rev. Donald Guthrie said he
thinks this is the first time two
candidates have been selected
from the same state.
This fact cannot be verified,
however, because the national
office only records the institu
tions scholars attended not their
homes tates.
Cecil J. Rhodes, a British
statesman and diamond baron,
established the scholarship be
cause he sought scholars who arc
not mere bookworms, but who
combine intellectual talent with
concern for the welfare of oth
ers. Rhodes scholars receive 2-3
years of expense-paid study at
the University of Oxford in Eng
land.

|oday

UM students arraigned

on trespass charges

Schoterahlpx

Meetings

Journalism internship

The Mu and Nu chapters of Alpha Delta Kappa

AA meets Monday to Friday from noon to I
p.m. in the Basement of the Ark.

The Soil Conservation Society of America is ac
cepting applications through Match 14 for a sum
mer 1986 journalism internship. Students should

art selecting the recipient of the Jean Eller Me
morial Scholirthip this year. The scholarship is
for 1450. Applications must be submitted before

Phytical Therapy Club Meeting at 7 p.m. at
the PT complex tonight.

March 1$. For more information, contact the Fi
nancial Aids Office.

By Kevin McRae
Kelmln Reporter

Two University of Montana
students were arraigned in
Justice Court yesterday and
charged with misdemeanor
criminal trespassing.
Justin J. Hanson, 20, and
Michael A. Murray, 20, were
arrested early Sunday after
entering a house on South
First Street W.

Flipper’s

IMPORT
NIGHT
Tuesdays

MOST
IMPORTS

75C
ALL OTHERS

$1.00
Come Tip One
With Us! 4 pm on
125 South 3rd West
721-4895

Police reports say they were
originally charged with bur
glary, but gave no more in
formation.

The two appeared yesterday
before Justice David K. Clark
and were provided public de
fenders.
Hanson and Murray were
released on their own recog
nizance and are scheduled to
reappear in court today.

The National Federation of the blind is offer
ing scholarships for the 1986-87 academic year
Applications are due by March 31. For more in
formation, contact the Financial Aids Office.

The deed Scholarship applications are now
available and are due by March 15. For more in
formation. contact the Financial Aids Office.

Interviews
Grand Teton Lodge Company will interview stu
dents interested in summer employment today in

Room 148 of the Lodge.
The Bon will be interviewing students interested in a Management position on Wednesday,

tend a letter of application and a resume to: Max
Schnepf, Editor, Soil Conservation Society of
America, 7515 N.E. Ankeny Road, Ankeny, IA,

50021-9764.

Presentation
SAC and Students lor Peace in Central America
present a “Medical Aid For El Salvador’* slide
thow and “Life in the Liberated Zones," a film

narrated by Holly Near tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
LA 205.

Press Conference

Basketball Tournament
Teams

wanted

for

6*

—"
and

under

baskeiball

tournament to be held at the Hellgate Annex,
March 8 and 9. 5100 entry fee. Deadline March
5. For information, call Ray Lynn 721-1097 or
549-3649.

ASUM Presidential Candidates Mike Craig and
Paul Tuss will have a joint press conference in
the Journalism Library today at 3:30 p.m.

Public Service Announcement

March 12. Sign-up for Interviews at the counter

A four hour workshop for women who want to

in Room lag of the Lodge.

Lecture

learn physical, verbal and psychological defense

Buttrey Food-Drug will be interviewing stu
dents on March 12 and 13. Sign-up for interviews
at the counter in Room 148 of the Lodge.
Hewlett Packard will be interviewing students

Betty Williams, winner of the Nobel Peace Prue
in 1977, will present a lecture tonight at 8 p.m. in

will be held Saturday, March 8 from 10-2 at the
First United Methodist Church. Women of all
ages can attend. The cost is $3 to 55, on a sliding
scale. Child care will be provided. For registra

on Friday. March 14. Sign-up for interviews at

(he Underground Lecture Hall. The cost will be
$2 for students and $3 for general public. Tickets
will be on sale in the UC Box-Office and at the

the counter in Room 148 of the Lodge.

door.

Inc Vcctfe Tafacc^
Import Service and Restoration Specialists

tion and more information call Women’s Place at
543-7606 before Friday, March 7.

TWOYEARSINTHEARMY
COULD GET YOUR CAREER
ROLLING.
Today's job market is a real jungle. Everyone

The legendary Import service where

wants experience, but no one’s willing to give it. The

your beetle gets such royal treatment

Army’s different.

it’ll think it has gone to heaven.

Royal

TUNE-UPS

Volkswagen. Audi.

*• A95
29

Consider this: if you invest just two years in the

Army, you could come out with valuable experience

in a skill of your choice.

The Army has a wealth of two-year skills to

1

choose from. Skills in Armor, Engineering, Com

plus parts

<s

The Legendary Beetle

fiX* J'T£ c Jli

ENGINE SPECIAL
Lw|Noctl
(with exchange)

CO5OO

munications, and more. Many of these skills have

civilian job applications. So you won’t go into the

'

interview empty-handed.
Don’t stall. Take off in a new direction with a

V/J

two-year Army enlistment. Call your local Army

A Q IE 00 /Sty
J I
Clutch Jobs 147®°
O
lastalled
(with •acMno*)

Recruiter for details.

m

Contact:

Beetle

543-6396
914 Kensington
Inhere tV® ve Alwayt Been
Complete. Legendary Import
Sennong Always Available1

<*

jtlL

Engines Completely rebuilt and
guaranteed
12-montb. 12.000 mite warranty

SSg. Their or SSg. Leonard
in Missoula at 329-3271
1206 West Kent

Missoula, MT

‘

ARMIBEALLYOUCAMBL
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Entertainment
Legends on stage

Arts This Week
• The University of Montana Music Depart
ment offers two concerts this week in the
Music Recital Hall. Tuesday at 8 p.m. it's an
evening of chamber music by UM students,
followed Wednesday at 8 p.m. by a Concert
Band Wind Ensemble performance. Both

‘Pirates,’ ‘Don Juan’ offer
theater fans a choice

events are free.

reap the benefits of an early
spring reign of plenty this week,
with an imaginative re-telling of
the Don Juan legend opening at
the University of Montana and a
classic Gilbert and Sullivan oper
etta from the Missoula Chil

Missoula

• Richard Attenborough’s epic Gandhi is the
final entry in the ASUM Winter Film Series
Wednesday at 7 p.m in the Underground
Lecture Hall. Admission is $1 for students,

S2 general.

• Emile Haddad’s installation “And Morn
ing Refused to Answer . . .” could be just
the change of pace you need before finals.
See it through Saturday in the Gallery of
Visual Arts in the Social Science Building.

Hours are 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily.

EMILE HADDAD’s installation “And Morning Re

fused to Answer ...”

PIZZA
EXTRAVAGANZA

The Army treats their nurse
with respect. Vtfe appreciate the

A New Happening at

LITTLE BIG MEN
Tuesdays 5-8
“A GALA EVENT - Be Then

A.S.U.M. Programming Proudly Presents

tremendous time and dedication
you've devoted to your profession.
So when you join the Army
you join us as a nurse, and as an
officer Yxi'll be commissioned
with the rank of Second Lieuten
ant in the US. Army And as such,

you’ll be accorded all the respect
and responsibility due an officer
As an Army Nurse, you'll
be an important member of the
Army Medical Team, working

Sranwg
Ben Kingsley

with first-rate physic ians, dieti. w cians, physical therapists,
dentists, phar mac ists, and other

Candice Bergen

\

So John Gielgud
Marlin Sheen

professionals.
ybu'll be encouraged to fur

ther your professional growth,
both in gaining advanced degrees
and through practical experience.
And you’ll be rewarded well
for your efforts Good pay, travel,
and a liberal benefits package,
including uniform allowance, onpost housing or housing allow

ance, and medical care, are all part
of being an Army Nurse.
Talk to an Army Nurse
Corps Recruiter to find out how
to qualify

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALL1OUCANBC.

buffs

will

holtz, begins its two-week run
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
Open Space, a multi-purpose
theater in the basement of the
Performing Arts and Radio/TV
Center. Although there have
been dance events in the Open
Space this year, “Don Juan’’
will be the first show staged
there. For the occasion Meinholtz has fashioned a strategy of Front, and runs through next
audience participation that re Saturday.
The elaborate plot centers on
calls some of the experimentalthe orphan Frederic (UM senior
ism of the 1960s.
UM Art Professor Dennis Voss Deny Staggs), apprenticed to pi
has designed several settings, rates in his youth and now about
each in a different part of the to turn 21. He becomes 'the
room. But rather than move the sworn enemy of his former as
set pieces as the action changes, sociates in the name of honor
Meinholtz will move the audi and so forth, and sets out to do
battle with them when they prey
ence.
Add to that the show’s play- on his true love Mabel (Alicia
within-a-play structure, with part Bullock) and her companions.
Enter Mabel’s father, the blus
of the cast adopting the identity
Major-General
(MCT
of spectators, and you have a tering
challenging evening’s worth of regular Richard Nagle), and the
entertainment. Lawn chairs, pil battle is joined. Then Frederic is
lows and a sense of humor are hoaxed back into the pirate
camp, which appears to be win
recommended.
Don Juan, played by UM sen ning, until the whole affair is
ior Jonn Jorgensen, runs afoul ended with an appeal to order in
of a former wife, Donna Elvira the name of Queen Victoria.

(Susan Ensley). Nonetheless, and
entirely in character, he sets out
to seduce Donna Anna (Helene
Moore). He ends up In mortal
combat with her father, the
Commander, which in turn leads
to more vows of eternal venge
ance. And so the pattern con
tinues —jilted wives, angry lov
ers, husbands, fathers, all after
the Don, who takes it all in

Tickets for “Don Juan” are
$6, and can be purchased at the
Performing Arts Center Box Of
fice. “Pirates” tickets cost $6
for students and $6.50 general,
except for matinee seats, which
are $4. (Matinees are 2 p.m. Sat
urday and Sunday.) Call the
Front Street Theater Box Office
for reservations.

7SUMMER JOBS
EARN $3000 - $4500 THIS SUMMER
s Extend House Pointing

His triumph changed the world forever
His goal was freedom for India.
His strategy was peace.

•

'4 Week Minimum Seoson

e Monogement Opportunities m 1st veoi

• SO Hoots Pe. Week

/Oj

• Gteot Coreei Experience

CnOIL&SSS

• Storting $5 Pet Hoot Woge

HURRY!mmc«v

UM Students $1.00
General $2.00

K
|i®RS5S!|
yUl!

AILK/

Winner of H Academy Awards including Best Picture. Best Actor and Best Director
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His weapon was his humanity.

Wednesday, March 5, 7:00
Call (801)
524-4568 (collect).

theater

dren’s Theater.
"The
Escapades
of
Don
Juan,’* adapted and arranged
from traditional material by UM
Drama Professor Rolland Mein-

$2.99
NURSES
RANK
WITH US.

stride.
Following the libretto of the
Mozart opera “Don Giovanni,”
the Commander makes a post
mortem appearance to condemn
Don Juan to fire and brimstone
one final time. Also present, by
way of Moliere, is Sganarelle
(Robert Saegar), not to mention
a cast of 22 schoolgirls who are
to learn about the perils of im
morality from Don Juan’s fate.
A similar exercise in enlighten
ment ends Gilbert and Sullivan’s
“Pirates of Penzance,” although
a modem audience will find
more charm than instruction in
the revelation that the title pi
rates are actually Victorian no
blemen
“who
have
gone
wrong.”
The Missoula Children’s The
ater production of the operetta
opens Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
Front Street Theater, 221 E.

By John Kappes
Kabstn Arts Uaor
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(jlassifieds
TERRY SOOiEN S TAR Off campus VOTE!
VOTE! VOTE! CENTRAL BOARD
Mt

KAMM OASaraM
I to par M won) tnt
Mi *al ba popart) J Oayi prior by Mon.
TroMpanaMa «id koi ana tounp tdi m *aa
Phono (Mi
n-»

lost or found
REWARD OFFERED

Par Mtormeaatt tooting io recovery ol METTlffl BALANCE, Melon Item Flam Pity* Lab.
•elany Annex Phone Botany 5222
88-2
LOST: GREEN ml wMe binder w«N togo Ph
turn In M Katokn efftoe
892
LOST BROWN teethe. welfei 4 cards nano If
tound contact Clifford A. Sntih. 721*5785 or
Oeetogy Oept
______________ 98-2
WATCHES, KEYS end reoeiry tienWy io claim m
OrttMy Pool
(7-2

KATHY YOUNG STAR, on campus VOTE!
VOTE! VOTE! CENTRAL BOARD
88-1
MARGARET BLACKBURN STAR off campus.
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! CENTRAL BOARD 68-1

Twinkle Tomtit UMt S.TAR. WhM YOU Warn
Is WhM WE Are STAR tor CENTRAL BOARO
68-t
EVERYBODY’S HEAOP4G io LBM tonight tor tote
now proa etiraveganza Be there Greeks! 3306
Brooks
88-1
WANTED: MALE and female models tor Spring
Fashion Supplement Experience not absolute
ly necessary Please bring current photo Io Journaktm 206 and M out a modal profile For more
information cel Sieve el 2434541
68-4

CLOTHING FROM Latin America and cotton
Guatemalan hand woven fabric tor sale today
and tomorrow al the U.C. Comer
68-1

POUND ON Daly Si. kayo on groan key nng

7284378

872

LOST/STOLEN Maroon puree ndong strep, n
Copper Commons Cel ISM. Brenda
87 2

FOUND: KEYS with shoe key chains Thera era
dorm kayo end car kayo Claim a) the Kaonm
office
67-2

GUATEMALAN HANDWOVEN fabric 100W colton. Over SO veriaeaa tor aatoMMUC Cantor
next Tuesday and Wednesday, 9:30-430 67-2
GET READY tor spring. 8 tanning warn and a pitchar from llw Brewery lor 824 00 al Michael’s
Hair and Tanning Seton, across Madison Ava
Bridge al 508 E Broadway Phone 5434344.

98-11

POUNO KEYS on a thong. 1 key la a Volkswagen
key CMM at the Kaimin office
87*2
MEY GREEKS —

personals
SING
Students Involved In Government
Pursuing escebance el Ota University ol Monlana Slop by our table today In the University
Center Remember to vole Mar. 6 & 6
68-1

WE ARE STAR

Sludenis Toward Active

Representation It Wa Win YOU Win S TAR
CENTRAL BOARD
88-1
MARIAH BETTtSE S TAR off cernput VOTE!
VOTEI VOTEI CENTRAL BOARO
68-1

NANCY HIETT S TAR. oft campus. VOTE' VOTE'
VOTEI CENTRAL BOARO
Mt
TOOD HILL S.TA.R. off campus organized. VOTEI
VOTEI CENTRAL BOARD
68-1

ARE

•M
sive Near campus
726-7171.

CLOSE TO Univ Fumahed efficiency ava4 thru
Spring Qtr AH utitiee M 8220 month CaH
Clark Fortt Realty, 728-2621
67-9

BEYOND9TO5

Serentipoy Vertins.
68-9

WORD PROCESSING—Experienced typist
549-3445
60-16

THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7968

61-17

SHAMROCK SECRETARIAL SERVICES
For AH Your Typing Needs
251-3828
251-3904
_______________ ________
44-32

roommates needed
FEMALE TO share nice house downtown near U
ol M. Non-smoker, no pels. 5494127 or
miss ages al 7214316
684
MALE ROOMMATE needed, 887.00 per month
plus v. utilities. 5434328
67-2

WORD PROCESSING M Undo ThiawMtHi

MaaMM Appoownanl Lynn, 5404074 40-37

for sale

FISCHER STEREO, orig. 82300. asking much
leas. 721-1949, Sieve
68-4
AITKEN 910-C high performance saHboard. Brand
new 8400.2734211 eves., 2434445 weekdays
Ask lor Tony.
68-1

3-DRAWER METAL desk with oak lop 2 yn. eld
and has lock and key Perfect condition CaH
721-2990, ask lor Marcus.
684

help wanted

•Open early

scholarship

SUMMERTIME RECREATIONAL Business lor
tale Ideal lor student or teacher who wants to
be outside and earn Income Located on
Flathead Lake In Polson Call 1-6794055 tor
mote Information,
68-t

• Open late

WANT $5000 to $8000 FOR COLLEGE? Ate you
a freshman or sophomore under age 22 with a
GPA more than 2.5, caH 243-2769 for Informa

tion about ROTC Scholarship

61-15

• Open weekends

kinkoT

STUDENT TANNING SPECUL'

copies

10 Sessions $26.85
5 Sessions $14.85

531 8. Higgins

Lu Burton's Tanning Center

728-2679

New Beds and Lamps

728-6060 - 2203 S. Higgins

Can tteeRe
Be peace in

CRUISESHIPS: AIRLINES, HIRINGI Summer,
career, overseas! CaH tor Guide, Cassette,
newsservice (916) 944-4444 ext. 167.
684
QUALITY WHITEWATER canoe/kayak Instructor
at prominent wh ilewater school In New Hamp
shire. Also need persons interested In learning
how to paddle tor school helpers 251-4496

__________ ______________________

eerwaMant MJ- WO

TYPING, GRAPHICS Printing — Fast — Inexpen

DoRtheRO iReLanD?

884

AIRLINE HIRING BOOMI 814-839.000
Stewardesses, reservation*!1 Call lor guide,
cassette. Newsservice, (918) 944-4444 x
UAW167
55-14

Betray
cofLLfarns

DISSATISFIED

YOU

WITH

March 4, S, II, 12a* ba douUa coupon Oayi
lor Mg Kroon TV giveaway ai Pizza Hui Conitat andi on March IS, »o go tor It
64-3

for rent
EXPERIENCED 13M

Nobel Rtace Prize winner from Northern Ireland;
co-founder of the Community of Peace People.

BUDGETING ?

March 4, 1986,

PEOPLE

THESE

TO BRING

WANT

8:00 pm,

Underground

ASUM

Lecture Hall

An 4WIM fSHtmaaerattis- Lo»•< Wms Cwtoldfrwi

BACK TO STUDENTS J

General: $340
Students: $2.00

Tickets UC Bookstore Box Office or at the door

VOTE
OFF CAMPUS :

FOR:
ON CAMPUS

Terry Shoenen

Kathy Young

Vem Finley

Scott Snelson

Mariah Bettfse

Heidi Johnson

Omnia Smail

Bill Huber

Ed Homan

Kathy Sherry

PEPPERONI EXTRAVAGANZA*]
14" PEPPERONI $6.50
TWO FREE
16" PEPPERONI $7.50 And
,6o2.
20" PEPPERONI $12.50
jo/l Drinks

Lynn Israel

OFF CAMPUS ORGANIZED

Tim Nardini

Margaret Miller

Rod Stoik
Lynn Exe-O’Neil

FAMILY HOUSING

Hooi-Ching Chor

Expires 3-21-86

Bev Stoik

Brenda Hiller

MISSOULA NORTH
549-5151

Marilyn English
Lee Saylor

MISSOULA SOUTH
728-6960

WRITE-IN FOR

ASUM BUSHESS MANAGER

FREE extra sauce and extra

Hill Freeman

thick crust

Nnmr-

ENDORSED BY : Student Action Center

(SAC)

Horan's Resource Center (WRCJ
Students For Democratic Representation

Phone______________________________ ____

L

FREE 30-minute delivery
r

Good Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays Only
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Mercer
Continued from page 1.

Smith said in an interview yes
terday that Mercer must “be
held responsible for what he has
done.”
Students signing the petition
cite Mercer’s handling of ASUM
budgeting this year as “the best
example” of their complaints
against Mercer, said Smith, a
junior in wildlife biology and
editor of the Student Action
Center publication, the Clark
Fork Currents.
Smith said Mercer “is trying to
push it off on Central Board,
but he’s the one who ramrodded
this thing through, and he’s the
man we hold responsible.”
Smith said the petition started
as a “pressure tactic” against

this year are the result of an during tomorrow and Thursday’s
said.
error in the ASUM bylaws which ASUM Presidential election.
“When you have to cut a
But Smith said he has since
quarter of a million dollars, makes it unclear whether budget
you’re going to upset some peo ing should be done Winter or learned that a referendum must
go before CB before it is is voted
Spring Quarter.
Smith said that if CB does not ple,” he said.
He said that his administration on by students. CB, however, is
Mercer said he is not responsi
pass the resolution that the peti
was only following precedence obligated to process the referen
tion calls for, he would make ble for the outcome of the
set
in the last few years by past dum since 5 percent of the stu
sure a referendum is voted on by ASUM budgeting session last
administrations, who also bud dent body signed the petition.
students. If it is not placed on a week.
Smith said if CB does not pass
“I’m only one party out of geted during Winter Quarter.
ballot this quarter, he will “push
Students behind the petition a resolution, the referendum
23,
” he said, “I don’t even have
for a post-facto censure” against
had originally hoped the ASUM would probably be put on a stu
a vote,... except to break a tie.”
Mercer next quarter, he said.
Elections Committee could put dent ballot next Monday and
Most items voted on last week
Mercer said in a separate inter
the referendum vote on a ballot Tuesday.
were passed or rejected with
view that even if the resolution
or a referendum is passed he will about a two-thirds vote, he
not resign. He said the petition added.
“Central Board spoke with a
was the result of “the personal
CHART
prejudices of a few students and fairly strong voice,” so com
of those who weren't satisfied plaints about the budget should
YOUR
be addressed to the board, he
with the budget.
“I’d like to take those peti said.
FUTURE
tions and call some of the people
Mercer also said that claims
Become an Air Force
and see why they signed it,” he that he and CB illegally budgeted
Mercer, but while gathering
signatures on the petition he rea
lized “there is an awful lot of
animosity out there.”

Lu Burton’s

MARCH

Parking
Continued from page 1.
Avenue and on the west by
Hilda Avenue.
Because residents in fraternities
and sororities move in and out
between quarters, Alley said they
may be issued permits quarterly,
rather than yearly.
He said parking would proba
bly be restricted to permit-hold
ers between 8 a.m. and 5 or 5:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Before
the
university
homeowners can get their dis
trict, their proposition must be
approved by Jim Nugent, city at
torney, sent to the City Council

for

UM President Neil Bucklew
and Ken Willett, safety and secu
rity manager, could not be

crease the demand for space by
re-introducing the shuttle bus
system from Domblaser Field,
raising parking decal fees or in
creasing bicycle parking facili
ties.

reached for comment on the pro
posed district.
Kress said that if the district
plan is approved, the university

Solberg said the university is
considering improving parking
lots south of the university be
tween
Keith and
Beckwith
avenues.

will be forced to address its
parking problem.
“Somebody over at the univer
sity is going to have to bite the

WORD PROCESSING, ANYTIME
U-TYPE-IT

X

CALL
721-3979

Flipper’s

IMPORT
NIGHT

2118 South Higgins
—24 hr appointments available

—appointments desirable for after 6 pm.
mandatory lor after midnight
—Bring your coffee cup and leave your "white-out" at home

MOST
IMPORTS

Do you want to make a difference?

$1.00
Come Tip One
With Us! 4 pm on
125 South 3rd West
721-4895

has

SPECIAL

greater.

They most be able to

outwit adversaries at
supersonic speeds. As

technology

expands,

so will their role. Talk

Wet Cut S6

to an Air Force recruit

er about navigator du

Perm w/cut $27

ty. Contact (400)

Val & Cheryl

Upon Request Only

723-6631 Collect

2203 S. Higgins
Sussex & Higgins

728-6060

ENOUGH is ENOUGH
the Time is Now for
COMPETENT REPRESENTATION

ON CENTRAL BOARD
OFF CAMPUS

ON CAMPUS

Lynn Exe-O’Neil

Scott Snelson

VOTE

Dennis Small

Kathy Sherry

Rod Stoick

Bill Huber

Hooi-Ching Chor

Kathy Young

Brian Dorsett

Heidi Johnson

Terry Schoenen

March

Mariah Bettise

Lee Saylor

Tuesdays

ALL OTHERS

been

Tim Nardini

Concerned about the future of the
University of Montana?

75$

navigators

never

bullet and start looking into this
Alley said he would like to
thing,” he said.
He suggested that the univer have the district discussed at a
sity try to increase the number of public hearing sometime in April
on-campus parking spaces by or at least before Spring Quarter
striping for compact cars or at the university is over and
Public Safety Committee for building new parking lots. In ad would like to see the district ef
consideration, debated at a pub dition the university could de fective by Sept. 1, 1986.
lic hearing and finally approved
by the City Council.
The university administration
acknowledges in a long-range
campus planning committee re
port that if the parking district is
Do you have a term paper, resume or other project due?
approved, the already trouble
some campus parking problem
IS THIS YOU? „Word proce„,ng Anytime"
will become “acute.”
can help youll
Richard Solberg, associate vice
president for academic affairs,
We Supply
said yesterday that the university
★ Word Processors
will cooperate with the district
★ Instruction
and would work to improve
parking on campus.

STUDENT

navigator. The demand

Then join other U of M students as we travel
to Helena for the Montana Special
Legislative Session in order to express our
concern for the future of the U of M.

Date: March 25/1986

Marilynn English

FAMILY

-

-a

U 3110

HOUSING

OBev Stoick

Lynn Israel
Brenda Miller

OFF CAMPUS

Vernon Finley

ORGANIZED

Ed Norman

Margaret Miller

(pick 13 of the 14 listed for off-campus)

WRITE-IN FOR BUSINESS MANAGER:
WILL FREEMAN

If you would like to attend or want more

information call the

Student Legislative Action
at

243-2039 or 243-2451
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